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One of the most notorious works of modern times, as well as one of the most influential, "Capital" is

an incisive critique of private property and the social relations it generates. Living in exile in

England, where this work was largely written, Marx drew on a wide-ranging knowledge of its society

to support his analysis and generate fresh insights. Arguing that capitalism would create an

ever-increasing division in wealth and welfare, he predicted its abolition and replacement by a

system with common ownership of the means of production. "Capital" rapidly acquired readership

among the leaders of social democratic parties, particularly in Russia and Germany, and ultimately

throughout the world, to become a work described by Marx's friend and collaborator Friedrich

Engels as 'the Bible of the Working Class'.
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When historians look at the impact that Das Kapital has had on world events, they tend to place it in

a literary continuum that began with his Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Right (1843), followed by

Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts of 1844, The German Ideology (1846), The Communist

Manifesto (1848), Grundrisse (1857), "Theses on Feuerbach" (1886), and Das Kapital (Volume I,

1867, Volumes II/III, 1893-1894). What they share is the belief that history is a forward moving

phenomenon with one stage leading predictably to the next. Further, Marx saw only a very limited

number of stages. The first stage was the primitive hunter-gatherer one of the Paleolithic. The

second was the centering of clans into tribes and tribes into small cities and small cities into larger



ones and ultimately into empires. The third was the feudal system following the dissolution of the

Roman Empire. The fourth was the mercantile/capitalist system that began with the gradual breakup

of feudalism beginning in the sixteenth century. According to Marx, when he wrote Das Kapital,

humanity was in the Last Days of capitalism. Looming inevitably in the near future was the coming

revolution of the proletariat that would usher in a workers' paradise of a classless society. Where

Marx differs from his predecessors (most notably Hegel) was how and why the current capitalist

system would soon enough vanish. Hegel used the dialectic of ideas to nail down his thesis that the

future of mankind lay in the gradual maturation of a Spirit that would infuse man with the driving

force for change. Marx agreed with Hegel concerning the need for a driving impetus but disagreed

about this impetus. Marx envisioned a world of a constantly evolving materialism that forced human

beings to remain in eternal conflict.
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